
Lucky John Lure Basara 107 Bloody Gold

Lucky John

Product number: LJ-BA-107
0,00 € * 0,00 €

A series of fusiform wobblers of twitch-bait class that are manufactured in the following sizes: 35, 40, 56, 70 
and 90 mm. Two buoyance modifications are represented in each size group, except for 35: floating and 
suspender. 35 mm size is available only in floating version with an enlarged dropping blade (LBF). Due to 
MCS system, all of the BASARA Series wobblers have excellent flying properties and allow highly 
aggressive reeling with the lure. The main angling target: any predatory fish.

Magnetic Cast System (MCS) – a system consisting of a magnet and fixed and static balls, which allows 
casting a lure for the longest distance possible without kinking and dead on target. This system ensures 
qualitative balancing and easy handling of a wobbler at any type of reeling. MCS system is the first patent in 
the production of PRO Series wobblers.

How does MCS system work? During the casting, the ball is detached from the magnet by the centrifugal 
force and rolls to the tail end of the lure, thus shifting the centre of gravity. After touching the water, when 
the reeling starts, the ball rolls to the head end of the wobbler, where it is fixed by the magnet. To ensure roll 
stability, there are five balls located in special compartments of the lure: three in the head end, and two – in 
the tail end. During the reeling, these balls have low degree of motion, thus allowing aggressive reeling with 
the lure.

Lucky John Series. Shades 302 and 303 deserve special attention as they have the ability of glowing in ultra-
violet rays (UV).

Complete set. Wobblers are equipped with high-quality Japanese hooks and factory guides.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=90e791a77b1249223cbe80d22d77b7e2

